
AS MATH - STATISTICS

Chapter 1 - Measure of Central Tendencies

The mean is the sum of all values divided by the number of values
The median is the middle value when values are arranged in order
The mode is the most commonly occurring value

Take the numbers 7, 6, 5, 6, 8, 5, 7, 8, 9

Mean = 68/10 = 6.8
∟ The sums of all the values is 68 and the total values are 10

Median =
∟ Order the sequence: 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9
∟ Isolate the middle value: 5.5 — so the 5 and 6 values — hence the answer is 7+7/2 = 7

Mode = 7 as it occurs most frequently

A frequency table is another way of storing data
Frequency is the number of times a value occurs

To find the mean of a frequency table you multiply the value by frequency and add up the products of the frequency and
number:

0 x 12 = 0
1 x 21 = 21
2 x 8 = 16
3 x 3 = 9
4 x 0 = 0
5 x 1 = 5

Add up all of the values and you get 51

Divide 51 by the total frequency: 51 / 45 = 1.1 mean value

The cumulative frequency is calculated by adding each frequency from a frequency distribution
table to the sum of its predecessors:

12 + 21 = 33
33 + 8 = 41
41 + 3 = 44
44 + 0 = 44

1 = 45

This data is usually represented by a frequency table (as
shown above) or a frequency curve.

Quartile and interquartile range

It is the range of values between 25% and 75%

To find the quartile range, find 25% and 75% of the frequency. Draw the line from the frequencies to their corresponding values
on the x-axis and subtract them:

Lower quartile = 25/100 x 45 = 11.25
Upper quartile 75/100 x 45 = 33.75

Hence interquartile range will be 1.1 - 0.3 = 0.8
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Variance and Standard Deviation

Variance and standard deviation are two other types of central tendencies.
Variance is the standard deviation SQUARED
They can be found using the following formula:

Chapter 2 - Representation of data

Data can be represented in many di�erent ways, including:

1. Cumulative frequency graphs (such as the one shown above)

2. Stem and leaf diagrams

For example:
2.3, 2.5, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8 3.2, 3.6, 3.6, 4.5, 5.0

And here is the stem-and-leaf plot:
Stem Leaf

2 3 5 5 7 8
3 2 6 6
4 5
5 0

Stem "2" Leaf "3" means 2.3
∟ In this case, each leaf is a decimal
∟ It is OK to repeat a leaf value
∟ 5.0 has a leaf of "0"

3. Histograms
Histograms are used to present continuous data. They show the rough location
and general shape of the data and how spread out it is. The area of each bar
corresponds to the frequency of each class.

To calculate the height of each bar (frequency density):
Area of the bar = k x frequency

When k = 1:
Frequency density = frequency/class width

Joining the top of each bar in a histogram forms a frequency polygon.

4. Box and whisker diagrams (Boxplots)

1. Collect and organize your data.
2. Calculate the median.
3. Calculate each of the quartiles.
4. Create your plot line and draw a line for each of your quartiles.
5. Create a box connecting the quartiles.
6. Find the interquartile range.
7. Find the new upper and lower limits.

Chapter 3 - Probability

★ It is the relative frequency of an event happening

For example:
Getting a 1 when you roll a fair die once = ⅙
This is because the number one only appears once on the die and there are 6 total numbers on the die
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Getting a head when flipping a coin = ½
Because there are two sides to a coin and one head hence it is ½

A simple way to calculate the probability of an event is with the help of a tree diagram

Steps

● Fill in the probabilities on the branches.
● Consider which outcomes are required to answer the question.
● Find the probability of those outcomes by multiplying along the branches.
● Use the probability/probabilities you have calculated to answer the question.

For example, in a tree diagram if you were to flip the coin twice

Getting head twice = ½ x ½ = ¼
Getting tail twice = ¼
Getting di� outcomes on the two throws

1. Head first tial second ½ x ½ = ¼
2. Tail first head second ½ x ½ = ¼

Then you add both of those outcomes
¼ + ¼ = ½

Chapter 4 - Permutations and Combinations

In mathematics, combination and permutation are two di�erent ways of grouping elements of a set into subsets.

Permutation cares about the order
The combination doesn't care about the order

Permutation and combination are the ways to select certain objects from a group of objects to form subsets with or without
replacement.

In mathematics, permutation relates to the act of arranging all the members of a set into some sequence or order

The combination is a way of selecting items from a collection, such that (unlike permutations) the order of selection does not
matter.

Permutation formula:
nPr = (n!) / (n-r)!
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Combination formula:

Permutation Combination

Arranging people, digits, numbers, alphabets, letters, and
colors

Selection of menu, food, clothes, subjects, and
team.

Picking a team captain, pitcher, and shortstop from a group. Picking three team members from a group.

Picking two favorite colors, in order, from a color brochure. Picking two colors from a color brochure.

Picking first, second, and third place winners. Picking three winners.

Example:
How many numbers of four digits can be formed with the digits 1,2,3,4 and 5? (repetition of digits is not allowed)

Required number: 5P4 = 5! / 1! = 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 = 120

Combinations:

Chapter 5 - Binomial Distribution

The binomial distribution is calculated by multiplying the probability of success raised to the power of the number of successes
and the probability of failure raised to the power of the di�erence between the number of successes and the number of trials.

n= number of values
p= probability of success
q= probability of failure

To find the mean of binomial distribution E(X) = n x p = np
To fid variance it is VAR(X) = n x p x q = npq
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Chapoter 6 - Geometric Distribution

A geometric distribution is defined as a discrete probability distribution of a random variable “x” which satisfies some of the
conditions.

Conditions

● A phenomenon that has a series of trials
● Each trial has only two possible outcomes – either success or failure
● The probability of success is the same for each trial

P(X = x) = p ∙ q(x – 1)

Formula

The main condition of geometric distribution is that it ends after the first successful probability is achieved

To find the mean of the geometric distribution formula is 1/p where p is the probability of success

Chapter 7 - Normal Distribution

This is the standard distribution table always given in MF 19
and always required in normal distribution questions

In a normal distribution, data are symmetrically distributed
with no skew. Most values cluster around a central region, most
tapering o� as they go further away from the center. The
measures of central tendency (mean, mode, and median) are
the same in a normal distribution

Formula

The value you get from the formula you have to read it
corresponding to the table and the value from the table is the
probability of the event

For example

Mean = 56
S.d = 7
X = 70

Find the standardized score: (70 - 56)/7 = 2
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Then you read the corresponding value at 2.0 on the table
2 on the y-axis and after the decimal, in this case, zero on the x-axis
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